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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Lab-Grown Meat Is a Disaster in the Making

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked

Underneath the greenwashed façade, lab-grown meat has been hyped beyond reality and

its promises are slated to fall �at



In February 2021, the Good Food Institute (GFI), a nonpro�t group behind the alternative

protein industry, released a techno-economic analysis of cultivated meat, which claims

cultured meat could be economically feasible by 2030; this is disputed by several experts



One expert estimated that the cost for 1 kilogram (kg) (35.27 ounces) of cell culture

product for human consumption would cost in excess of $8,500 to $3,600 per kilogram



Pharmaceutical-grade speci�cations and aseptic “clean rooms” would be necessary due

to the slow growth rate of culture cells, which makes them extremely vulnerable to

contamination from bacteria and viruses; GFI’s report assumes only “food-grade”

speci�cations



When lab-grown chicken made by U.S. startup Eat Just debuted in Singapore in 2020, it

was produced using fetal bovine serum, largely canceling out one of the key tenets of the

cultured meat rhetoric — that it’s made without animals



GFI’s life-cycle analysis found that cultured meat may be worse for the environment than

conventionally produced chicken and pork if conventional energy sources are used



Fake meats are not about your health or the environment’s; they’re a tool to phase out

farmers and ranchers and replace them with an ultraprocessed food product that can be

controlled by patents
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Lab-grown, or cultured, meat is being promoted as the wave of the future — the “green,

sustainable” way to have your meat and eat it too. No animal suffering, no greenhouse

gas emissions — just meat-like protein that will taste exactly like the burgers and steaks

you’re used to. Sound too good to be true?

Underneath the greenwashed façade, lab-grown meat has been hyped beyond reality

and its promises are slated to fall �at. Fake meats are not about your health or the

environment’s; they’re a tool to phase out farmers and ranchers and replace them with

an ultraprocessed food product that can be controlled by patents.

Not only is ultraprocessed lab-grown meat not a healthy choice for humans, but its

production is plagued with environmental and contamination concerns that are likely to

thwart the industry before it ever gets off the ground. Ironically, the real wave of the

future won’t be found via technology but through the return to regenerative farming

practices that have been time-tested and valued for ages.

GFI Promises Fake Meat by 2030

In February 2021, the Good Food Institute (GFI), a nonpro�t group behind the alternative

protein industry, released a techno-economic analysis of cultivated meat, which was

prepared by consulting �rm CE Delft.  In it, they developed a model to reduce the current

costs of cultured meat production down to a point that would make it economically

feasible in full-scale plants by 2030, a model they said is “feasible.”

But as Joe Fassler, The Counter’s deputy editor, wrote in an in-depth exposé about the

actual science behind lab-grown meat,  this would mean lowering “the production price

from over $10,000 per pound today to about $2.50 per pound over the next nine years —

an astonishing 4,000-fold reduction.”

GFI’s report makes it seem as if cultured meat will be readily available on grocery

shelves within the next decade, and it’s this type of propaganda they need if they’re

going to continue to attract public and private funding. Proponents are calling on the

U.S. government to invest billions in fake meat products, but if they fail — as science

suggests they may — it’s taxpayers who suffer.
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In The Counter report, Fassler spoke with Paul Wood, a former pharmaceutical industry

executive, who was so outraged by GFI’s TEA report, which “did little to justify increased

public investment,” that he hired Huw Hughes, a former P�zer colleague and private

consultant who’s worked on multiple sites to culture cells at scale, to analyze GFI’s

analysis.  According to Fassler:

“Hughes concluded that GFI’s report projected unrealistic cost decreases, and

left key aspects of the production process unde�ned, while signi�cantly

underestimating the expense and complexity of constructing a suitable facility.”

In his review, Hughes wrote that “a �nished product �t for consumption is not de�ned,

and so estimating a cost for an acceptable consumer product is challenging.” Still, he

estimated that the cost for 1 kilogram (kg) (35.27 ounces) of cell culture product for

human consumption would cost in excess of $8,500 to $3,600 per kg. “By comparison,”

he wrote, “the wholesale price of trimmed chicken meat in the U.S. is $3.11.”

Cultured Meat Plagued by Technical Challenges

While GFI is pushing for more investments to bring cultured meat to the market, another

TEA, this one conducted by chemical engineer David Humbird for Open Philanthropy,

found that cultured meat may remain too expensive to ever come to market, and

claimed that extreme technical challenges would likely prove insurmountable. Fassler

wrote:

“Though Humbird lays out his case with an unprecedented level of technical

detail, his argument can be boiled down simply: The cost of cultivation facilities

will always be too burdensome, and the cost of growth media will always be too

high, for the economics of cultured meat to make sense. It’s a stark �nding, one

that’s unusually unequivocal for a scienti�c document — and it should have

made waves in the alternative protein sphere.”

One important distinction is that GFI assumes that the cultured meat facilities of the

future will be food-grade, as opposed to pharmaceutical-grade — the latter of which

would increase costs even further. Humbird’s report assumed pharmaceutical-grade
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speci�cations and aseptic “clean rooms” would be necessary due to the slow growth

rate of culture cells, which makes them extremely vulnerable to contamination from

bacteria and viruses. Humbird told Fassler:

“Bacteria grow every 20 minutes, and the animal cells are stuck at 24 hours.

You’re going to crush the culture in hours with a contamination event … There

are documented cases of, basically, operators getting the culture sick.

Not even because the operator themselves had a cold. But there was a virus

particle on a glove. Or not cleaned out of a line. The culture has no immune

system. If there’s virus particles in there that can infect the cells, they will. And

generally, the cells just die, and then there’s no product anymore. You just dump

it.”

Wood added, “We’re saying, guys, it has to be pharmaceutical-grade because the

process is going to demand it. It’s not whether someone will allow you [to run at food-

grade specs.] It’s just the fact you can’t physically do it.”

Attempting to use large reactors for slow-growing animal cells only complicates matters

further. Using Humbird’s pharmaceutical-grade speci�cations to build one of GFI’s

hypothetical fake meat plants with “130 fed-batch reactors and 430 perfusion reactors”

could cost more than $1 billion. But that may be beside the point, Humbird said:

“You can make a big plant, or you can make a clean plant. So if you want to feed

millions and millions of people, it’s got to be big. But if you want to do it with

animal cells, it’s got to be clean. We need both, and you can’t do that.”

Neil Renninger, another chemical engineer who spoke with Fassler, agreed, stating:

“There’s a reason why the biopharmaceutical industry’s largest bioreactors for

animal cell culture tend to peak at about 25,000 liters. It’s not so much that it’s

just never been done. It’s that it’s never been done because it doesn’t make

sense. It’s never been done because you can’t. You’re just going to be producing

vats of contaminated meat over and over again.”
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Fetal Bovine Serum Is Often Used to Grow Cultured Cells

Fetal bovine serum (FBS), which comes from fetal calves, is often used to grow cultured

cells because of the proteins and vitamins it contains. Fassler cited a 2013 study that

stated, “In many common culture media, the sole source of micronutrients is fetal

bovine serum (FBS) …”

When lab-grown chicken made by U.S. startup Eat Just debuted in Singapore in 2020 —

marking the �rst cultured meat to be sold at a restaurant  — it was produced using FBS,

largely canceling out one of the key tenets of the cultured meat rhetoric — that it’s made

without animals.

Growing cultured meat without FBS is another hurdle that the industry will need to

overcome, as currently FBS-free medium may cause cultured meat to cost over $20,000

per kg. GFI’s report suggested that if the cost of FBS-free mediums could be reduced, it

would drive down the cost of cultured meat by 90%. This too, however, is unlikely.

“[T]he report provides no evidence to explain why these micronutrient costs will fall, and

both Wood and Hughes expressed skepticism that they would,” Fassler wrote. “‘They

say, oh, but these costs are just going to go away in �ve years or 10 years,’ Hughes said.

‘And there’s no explanation as to how or why.’”

Amino acids are another hurdle. Cultured cells require them to survive, and Humbird

estimated that their cost would add about $8 per pound to the �nished product. GFI put

the cost considerably lower, at 40 cents per kilogram, but this is based on an amino acid

protein powder being sold for $400 a ton on Alibaba.com — one that’s not suitable for

human consumption. As Fassler explained:

“Via a chat tool, I asked the Alibaba vendor if the product would be acceptable

for use in pharmaceutical-grade applications. ‘Dear,’ she wrote back, ‘it’s organic

fertilizer.’ (In other words, it would not be.) As described on the webpage, the

product is intended to be used in crop irrigation systems to help with plant

nutrient uptake.
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The vendor did con�rm it would be appropriate to use as an additive in livestock

feed. But nutrition sources like the one sold on Alibaba will probably never work

for animal cell culture, despite the attractive price tag.

Because they’re not intended for human consumption, they may include heavy

metals, arsenic, organic toxins, and so on. That’s a problem. Animal cells lack a

rigid cell wall, so foreign substances that aren’t consumed by the cells — or that

don’t kill them outright — likely end up inside the cells. In other words, cells are

what they eat: If it’s in the feed, it will end up in the cultured meat.”

It may be possible to develop a full amino acid pro�le from GE soy, but this brings up yet

another problem — the destructive agricultural practices that come along with it.

Cultured Meat Probably Won’t Feed the World

In attempting to create cultured meat on the scale that would be necessary to feed the

world, logistical problems are numerous and, possibly, insurmountable. There are waste

products — catabolites — to deal with, as even cultured cells excrete waste that is toxic.

And the oxygen and nutrients available must be adequately distributed to all the cells —

something that’s di�cult in a large reactor. Stirring the cells faster or adding more

oxygen may help, but this can cause fatal stress to the cells.

“When cells die in large quantities, they kind of turn into this kind of slimy stuff that’s

really horrible,” Hughes told Fassler. “You really can’t afford to have that happen.”

The environmental “bene�ts” are also on shaky ground when you factor in soy

production as well as the use of conventional energy sources. When this is factored in,

GFI’s life-cycle analysis found that cultured meat may be worse for the environment than

conventionally produced chicken and pork.

Fake Meat Is a Health Disaster
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While cultured meat is still a long way off from reaching the mainstream, plant-based

meat alternatives are already here. These are also ultraprocessed junk foods with

excess amounts of omega-6 fat in the form of linoleic acid (LA). This is one of the most

signi�cant contributors to metabolic dysfunction. In my opinion, this metabolic poison is

the primary contributor to the rising rates of chronic disease.

LA leads to severe mitochondrial dysfunction, decreased NAD+ levels, obesity, insulin

resistance and a radical decrease in the ability to generate energy. The genetic

engineering used to produce the �avor and texture of real meat does not reproduce

healthy fatty acid composition because the substrate is canola and sun�ower oils as the

primary source of fat.  The sun�ower oil used in both Impossible Burgers and Beyond

Meats is 68% LA,  which is an extraordinarily high amount.

It is dangerous because LA is susceptible to oxidation and causes oxidation byproducts

called OXLAMs (oxidative linoleic acid metabolites). These byproducts devastate your

DNA, protein, mitochondria and cellular membrane. This means that fake meat is failing

at all measures of sustainability and health.

Scientists are even working on lab-grown meat made from human cells that are being

harvested from the inside of your cheek,  so there’s no telling how far the fake meat

industry will go. Again, this isn’t about human health or the environment. Using

intellectual property, tech giants hope to replace living animals with patented plant- and

animal-derived alternatives, which will effectively control the food supply. 

Bill Gates’ 242,000 acres of farmland — spread across Illinois, Louisiana, California,

Iowa and nearly one dozen other states  — appear to be earmarked for GE corn and soy

crops  — in other words, the basis for the fake meat and ultraprocessed foods.

The food critic for the Financial Times,  Tim Hayward, wrote a piece in September 2021,

in which he made a strong case for how lab-grown meat is not about sustainability or

making “green” decisions but rather about intellectual property (IP) and creating a

�nancial windfall.

He took a historical perspective on IP, listing the patents that have been �led protecting

breakfast cereals, carbonated beverages, drugs, vaccines, GE plants and pesticides. In
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each case the IP owned by Kellogg, Coca-Cola, McDonald's, Big Pharma and

agrichemical businesses was the lifeblood of their �nancial success. He wrote:

"Currently, there’s not a lot of IP in the meat industry ... Saving animal lives,

preventing the clear-cutting of rainforest, even the reduction of methane farts

don’t excite investors — those changes can’t translate to pro�t.

The holy grail is replacing the meat we consume with a proprietary product,

owning the IP on meat. Coca-Cola and McDonald’s managed to grow patented

food products into two of the top food companies on the globe by market cap,

but a patent on animal-free ‘meat’ could entirely dwarf their achievements."

Fake Meat Isn’t the Answer

The EAT Forum, co-founded by the Wellcome Trust, developed a Planetary Health Diet

designed to be applied to the global population. It entails cutting meat and dairy intake

by up to 90%, replacing it largely with foods made in laboratories, along with cereals and

oil.

Their largest initiative is called FReSH, which aims to transform the food system by

working with biotech and fake meat companies to replace whole foods with lab-created

alternatives. In other words, once tech giants have control of meat, dairy, cereals and

oils, they will be the ones pro�ting from and controlling the food supply.

Private companies that control the food supply will ultimately control countries and

entire populations. Biotech will eventually push farmers and ranchers out of the

equation and will threaten food security. In other words, the work being done in the

name of sustainability and saving the planet will give greater control to private

corporations.

To save the planet and support your health, skip all the fake meat alternatives and opt

for real food that’s being raised the right way instead. When you shop for food, know

your farmer and look for regenerative, biodynamic and/or grass fed farming methods,

which are bringing you truly sustainable food for a healthy population and planet.
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